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Company Description 
Union Steel Holdings Limited, through its subsidiaries, provides collection and recycling of ferrous and non-ferrous scrap metals in 
Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Korea, China, India, Bangladesh, Japan, and internationally. The company operates through 
Recycling Sales, Trading Sales, Scaffolding Services, Engineering Services, and Other segments. It imports and exports scrap iron and 
steel, and ferrous and non-ferrous metals. The company also sells ferrous scrap comprising steel and heavy melting scrap metals; 
and non-ferrous scrap metals, such as copper, aluminum, zinc, and lead to steel mills, foundries, international traders, and metal 
brokers. In addition, it trades steel and stainless steel products, which include reinforcement steel bars, H-beams, I-beams, pipes, 
steel plates, sheet piles, and wire rods for construction and engineering industries. Further, the company rents sheet piles, steel 
plates, test piles, and beams to the construction and engineering industries; and offers cut and bend services for reinforcement 
bars and rods. Additionally, it is involved in the provision of scaffolding services and related consultancy services; sale and rental of 
scaffolding materials; and supply of skilled workers. The company is also involved in leasing industrial properties; providing waste 
collection and management; the civil construction and engineering works; and manufacturing motor vehicle bodies, trailers, and 
semi-trailers. Union Steel Holdings Limited was founded in 1984 and is based in Singapore. 
(Source: http://www.sgx.com/wps/portal/sgxweb/home/company_disclosure/stockfacts?code=BLA) 



 
 

 
 

Q1. As noted in the Chairman’s Statement (page 4 of the annual report), the company “has been on a journey of diversification, 
primarily through mergers and acquisitions, since 2012”.  
 
The acquired businesses are expected give the group additional revenue streams, enable synergies and provide cross-selling 
opportunities between the different business segments. Since the diversification journey was started, the group has added 
Scaffolding Services, Mechanical Engineering, Industrial Crane Services and Marine Deck Equipment segments to the core business 
of Recycling and Trading.  
 
For FY 2017, the newly acquired businesses accounted for 20% of the group’s total revenue. 
 

a) With the group now consisting of 6 operating segments, has the group achieved its goal of diversification?  
 

b) How does the group integrate the newly acquired businesses to drive greater operational synergies and leverage 
larger economies of scale?  

 
c) How does the group ensure that the newly acquired companies share the group’s core values of integrity, customer 

focus, teamwork and bonding, progress and growth, and innovation?  
 

d) What is the management depth in the group to oversee all these new and different operating segments?  
 
Q2. Shareholders would like to ask for more clarity on the financial and operation performance of the business segments. 
Specifically:  
 

a) Recycling sales: Revenue has dropped from the peak of $88.6 million in 2014 to $39.8 million in 2017. Over the period, 
the segment profit/(loss) were $1.15 million in 2014, $(7.70) million in 2015, $(10.93) million in 2016 and $0.29 million 
in 2017. Can management help shareholders understand if the lower revenue is result of lower average selling price 
and/or lower volume of sales? Please quantify the impact of the factors, including the impact due to the cessation 
of the Malaysian operations. Given that the cumulative losses of the segment since 2014 are $(17.2) million, what 
are management’s plan to turnaround the recycling segment?  

 
b) Trading sales: Similarly, revenue from trading has dropped from $38.6 million in 2014 to $16.9 million in 2017, with 

revenue shrinking by 45% in 2017. The segment profit/(loss) were $0.04 million in 2014, $(4.26) million in 2015, 
$(0.63) million in 2016 and $(1.01) million in 2017. What was the impact from the cessation of the Malaysian 
operations? Going forward, what are management’s strategies to improve the performance of the trading segment?  

 
c) Mechanical engineering services: Since the group’s acquisition of Gee Sheng Machinery & Engineering Pte Ltd in 2015, 

revenue has dropped from $3.77 million in 2016 to $2.71 million in 2017 while the segment profit/loss were $(1.31) 
million in 2016 and $(1.20) million in 2017. Can management help shareholders understand the challenges of the 
business since the group’s acquisition in 2015? Has the acquisition performed up to management’s expectations? 
What are management’s plans to turn this segment profitable?  

 
 Q3. As disclosed in the Statement of Corporate Governance (page 21), the board’s primary role is to “protect and enhance long-
term shareholders’ value” and it does so by setting “strategic direction, establishes goals for Management and monitors the 
achievement of these goals”.  
 
Union CHH Sdn Bhd was established in July 2013 to expand the group’s recycling and trading of scrap metals business to Malaysia 
but the Malaysian operations were ceased in January 2016. The group recognised expenses amounting to S$5,021,000 incurred for 
the cessation of operations in Malaysia which consist of allowance for doubtful receivables, inventory written off, property, plant 
and equipment written off, deposit forfeited, and others. 
 



 
 

 
 

Separately, the group also recognised an impairment loss of $4.2 million against goodwill in 2016 as the cash flow forecasts for the 
Scaffolding services cash generating unit (Hock Ann Metal Scaffolding Pte Ltd) has been revised down, leading to a reduction of its 
recoverable amount.  
 
While it is understandable that there are uncertainties and risks involved in the running any business, shareholders would like to 
see better value creation by the group.  
 

a) Given the experience from the past years, can management tell shareholders how its approach to deal sourcing, 
deal making and deal structuring has evolved over the years?  

 
b) How is the group pro-actively managing the risk of acquiring new businesses and expanding to new geographies?  

 
c) With regard to the group’s diversification efforts, what are the board’s guidance to management? How does the 

board ensure that the risk management and internal controls frameworks are sufficiently robust and are followed? 
 

d) Specifically on the forfeit of its deposit by CHH Sdn Bhd, shareholders would like management to provide better 
visibility on the issue. In addition, please help shareholders understand how it will try to resolve the issue.  

 
 
 
 


